Dear Mr. Chalaby,
Dear Mr. Marby,

we would like to introduce ourselves: we are a political NGO representing a civil Jewish voice in Germany seeking to secure and strengthen democratic values. Our emphasis is on dealing with topics in politics, society and media relevant to the well-being of Jews in Germany. Our name is: „WerteInitiative“ (i.e. “values initiative”). Here you can find our englisch website: https://werteinitiative.de/en/

Today we are asking for your help in bringing down a website which spreads hatred and anti-Semitism and is a real threat to the people mentioned there. The site is called „Judas Watch“ (https://judas.watch/).

The site itself says that its purpose is to call out people categorized by countries who they view as “anti-White traitors, agitators and subversives”. The website shows activities as well as alleged or actual relations of the individual persons and organizations among each other and thus wants to show, how much influence Jews in Germany and behind the scenes would really have.

The most horrible part: they mark Jews by a yellow Star of David in front of their name. Such a page poses a direct threat to the named persons with unforeseeable consequences for them, and especially so for the identified Jews.

As far as we can see the site is registered by „Cloudflare, Inc“, since 3/28/14 in 101 Townsend Street, San Francisco, CA. at this IP address: 104.18.55.41. „Enom“ seems to be the provider of the URL and registered over „ICANN“.
We want this site banned from the Internet and ask for your help in doing so: can you help us to find out who behind this page is, so we can get it banned in Germany?

We are thankful for every hint, contact or name that could bring us forward.

Best regards,

Contact Information Redacted